Deliver Microsoft Enterprise Mobility Suite PeopleCentric IT Cloud Services for your Users

“Your Cloud
Solution
Provider”

Organizations are struggling to meet the challenges posed by the influx of consumer-oriented technology
into the workplace. Today, users are expecting to access all of their work resources from any location on any
device. These challenges are eroding the standards-based approach to IT.
Although allowing BYOD can seem like a simple request to users, delivering it is actually complicated and
carries important risks and challenges. That is why choosing the right expert and solution is crucial for
organizations if they want to enable consistent user access to corporate resources from any location or device
while securely managing their devices and applications and protecting their company data.

Top Features
• Manage your mobile
devices in the cloud
• Readiness of
Protect your data
• Provide hybrid identity
and access management

Our solution
Itergy offers a solution that can get you started down the road of mobile device management with the
Microsoft Enterprise Mobility Suite. Our extensive knowledge and expertise around the different components
of this solution are recognized worldwide. That is why Microsoft has selected Itergy as one of the top
Canadian EMS partners.

Because of our extensive
experience in Active Directory
and our proven record of
helping companies with their
BYOD needs, Itergy was
chosen by Microsoft to be one
of the top two Canadian EMS
partners.

Our “proof of concept’’ solution includes:
• Setup of Azure AD tenant trial
• AD synchronization with Azure AD
• Enablement of one partner application
• Demonstration of capabilities of Azure AD premium service
• Configuration and demonstration of Windows Intune capabilities
• Enablement of Microsoft Azure Rights Management on 3 computers with Microsoft Office 2013
• Demonstration of Rights Management capabilities
Prerequisites:
• Lab setup with a test Active Directory populated which has access to the Internet
• 3 supported mobile devices available for testing

• Set of 3 computers with Microsoft 2013 available for testing
If you do not currently have a test lab on Azure, Itergy can help you set it up. Check out our Azure Test & Dev Offer.
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We can help set up your Azure
environment, with a proof of
concept in as little as 10 days
for the entire process.
Once we’ve completed your
proof of concept, Itergy will
also be the go-to expert for
your EMS deployment project.
Contact us today and find out
how we can help you build
great solutions!

• Set of 10 Microsoft Office documents available for testing
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Why Itergy?
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“Your Cloud
Solution
Provider”

Microsoft’s Enterprise Mobility Suite
The Enterprise Mobility Suite is the comprehensive cloud solution to address your consumerization of IT,
BYOD, and SaaS challenges. The suite includes:

Key Benefits
• Unify your IT environment with

HYBRID IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT

a common identity across

Azure Active Directory Premium delivers robust identity and access management from the

on-premises and the cloud, as

cloud, in sync with your existing on-premises deployments.

well as deeply integrated
capabilities for mobile device

DEVICE MANAGEMENT
Windows Intune enables you to manage PCs and mobile devices from the cloud. People can
use the devices they love for work while protecting corporate data and adhering to security

management (MDM)
• Enable your people to be
productive across the broad

policies.

array of devices they love with

DATA PROTECTION
Microsoft Azure Rights Management: Azure AD Premium and Azure Rights Management can
help protect your corporate assets.

access to the applications they
need
• Protect your data with a

How It Works

comprehensive set of access

First, we meet with your team to discuss your business needs and objectives, helping us get a better idea
of your situation. We will assign an expert to your project who will be your primary point of contact.
Second, we analyse your current infrastructure and plan for your project, making sure you have all the
prerequisites. We then enable all three components with your test lab. Finally, our Itergy expert consultant
demonstrates the capabilities of each component of EMS and makes the appropriate knowledge transfer
so you are soon ready to start testing. The entire process takes no more than 10 days when we proactively
manage the project to ensure everything goes smoothly.

control and data protection
capabilities
• Easy to acquire and cost
effective
• A complete team of experts for
your EMS needs
• Quick and fast deployment
with transfer knowledge
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